ABSTRACT Hop-by-hop transport is promising in information-centric networking because of its adaptability to in-network caching and lossy environments. Mobility first transport protocol (MFTP), as a classical example, transports content chunks and waits for the retransmissions of the lost packets in each hop. However, due to its chunk-level reliability, the MFTP hops transport chunks in series rather than in parallel, causing significant longer end-to-end latency than that in transmission control protocol (TCP). To address this issue, we propose a novel hop-by-hop transport mechanism, R 2 T. In each hop, R 2 T guarantees the content reliability in packets rather than in chunks. R 2 T routers immediately forward all the received packets downstream so that the end-to-end latency can be remarkably decreased. With separated packet name space in global and local scale, R 2 T decouples the hop-by-hop reliability control and the end-to-end content transport, obtaining both performance advantages from MFTP and TCP. The evaluation results show that R 2 T has as low transport latency as TCP, yet keeps as high bandwidth usage as MFTP. Meanwhile, it is demonstrated that R 2 T does not suffer significant memory and energy consumption, achieving promising feasibility in real implementations.
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, information-centric networking (ICN) [1] , [2] has attracted plenty of research interests [3] - [6] because of its information-centric and in-network caching properties [7] . Unfortunately, the traditional transmission control protocol (TCP) does not fit for the above properties in ICN. Then a variety of new transport mechanisms have been proposed. In general, there are two types of transport proposals for ICN. The first is the end-to-end transport mechanism, where one request message pulls only one data packet from the network, thus the terminal sender and receiver totally control the transmission. The second one is the hop-by-hop transport mechanism, where one request message pulls one data chunk comprised of multiple data packets from the network, thus most of the controlling is handled by the on-path hops. For examples, ICTP [8] , ICP [9] and CCTCP [10] belong to the first type and mobility first transport protocol (MFTP) [11] falls in the second type. In this paper we analyze the problem of the hop-by-hop transport mechanisms, and propose our design to overcome their disadvantages.
As a typical hop-by-hop transport mechanism, MFTP is totally different from the end-to-end mechanisms. Inheriting the same end-to-end feedback control model from traditional TCP, the end-to-end transport mechanisms check the data reliability at the terminal users, rather than the on-path routers. In MFTP, however, data is transported in chunks and the on-path routers play the role of cache and control nodes. It is called the chunk-level reliability that data is transmitted in chunks, and its integrity is guaranteed hopby-hop. Any lost packet of a chunk will be retransmitted in the current hop and the chunks are reliably forwarded from one hop to another. The chunk-level reliability helps addressing many performance problems that bother TCP a lot (e.g., low throughput in lossy environments). Furthermore, chunk-level reliability also makes it easy to achieve reliable in-network caching in ICN. However, the chunk-level reliability in MFTP causes high end-to-end transport latency. Comparing to IP networks where chunks are transported fairly in parallel flows, MFTP forces a network link to transport only one chunk at a time. MFTP revolutionizes network bandwidth utilization from parallel to serial, making a chunk s transmission in a network invisible to its sender and receiver.
As the consequence, the sender and receiver can not reduce, control nor predict the transport latency. To clearly describe the latency problem, we describe two latency factors:
the transport delay and the queueing delay. First, each chunk is only forwarded once it has been received reliably in its entirety from the previous node. In other words, a chunk would be held in each on-path router for some time waiting for the retransmission of its lost packets, causing additional transport delay. Second, in MFTP, data is queued in chunks rather than packets. When a chunk reaches the egress queue in a router, none of its packet can leave until all the former chunks are sent out, causing additional queueing delay. To quantify the effects, we name the eFPD (end-to-end First Packet Delay) to represent the delay for a user to receive the first data packet since the server starts sending a chunk. The above two latency factors make the eFPD in MFTP much longer than that in TCP. What s more, since the two latency factors linearly depend on the number of the hops on the path and the number of the chunks queueing up front, respectively, it also makes the eFPD uncontrollable and unpredictable from the users perspective.
In real usage, the eFPD represents the service response speed, which is an important QoS concept. In the last decade, quick response to the user requests becomes increasingly important on the Internet. Google reported that an extra latency of 500 milliseconds (ms) in Google's search drops traffic by 20% [12] . Similarly, the effect of 100 ms latency at Amazon.com results in 1% drop in sale [13] . A long eFPD means that since a user sends out a chunk request, MFTP will keep him waiting for a long time to see a clear response that the request has been successfully approved and the content service has truly started. A user always wishes to receive the requested chunk as soon as possible, at least see a front part of it arrives timely to use. If a user has to wait for a long time after sending out a request, seeing nothing back, he would probably lose his patience. As a result, in ICN with the hop-by-hop transport pattern like MFTP, a large, uncontrollable and unpredictable eFPD would cause serious economic feasibility problem.
To solve the eFPD problem, we propose a novel hopby-hop transport mechanism called R 2 T (Rapid and Reliable Transport mechanism), which is very different from MFTP by replacing the chunk-level reliability with the packet-level reliability. R 2 T allows a router to forward data packets immediately, regardless of what chunks they come from or whether the whole chunk has integrally arrived at this router. To achieve the per-hop reliability, a R 2 T router records the IDs of all the received packets, but sets the packets themselves free to be forwarded downstream. The IDs of the received packets will be acknowledged to the adjacent upstream router, triggering the lost packet retransmission. This way, R 2 T not only reduce the eFPD directly to half of the round-trip-time (RTT) like TCP, but also shares the per-hop reliability and high throughput advantages of MFTP.
We build and evaluate a prototype for R 2 T along with its ICN environment. Based on our understanding on ICN, the ICN environment we study is generalized as a basic publish/subscribe model, consists with the chunk senders, chunk receivers, cache routers and resolution servers. We develop this model into a prototype with 23,400 lines of C codes. Meanwhile, we implement R 2 T and MFTP on our ICN environment with 3,000 lines of C codes. The source is now open [14] , [15] . The evaluation results show three promising facts. First, R 2 T has as quick response speed as TCP, yet keeps as high bandwidth utilization as MFTP. Second, R 2 T is able to maintain bandwidth fairness among multiple flows, even in lossy links where TCP fails to do so. Third, as a router-based mechanism with per-hop caching, R 2 T routers do not suffer high memory and energy consumption, and its practical feasibility is promising.
In summary, we make three main contributions:
• We propose a hop-by-hop transport mechanism, R 2 T. Different from MFTP routers who forward and retransmit data per chunk, R 2 T routers forward and retransmit data per packet. Thus R 2 T solves the high transport latency problem, yet keeps the advantages on high bandwidth utilization and hop-by-hop reliability of MFTP.
• We design a congestion control mechanism for R 2 T. Different from TCP that treats the packet loss as the congestion signal, R 2 T uses the unusually long RTT as the light-congestion signal, and uses the source backpressure message as the heavy-congestion signal.
• Our evaluation results on a real ICN prototype show that R 2 T is effective in achieving low eFPD, high bandwidth utilization and bandwidth fairness. Also, we analyze the memory and energy consumption of R 2 T and highlight its promising practical feasibility. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II provides a brief summary on hop-by-hop transport mechanisms and particularly introduces MFTP along with its problems on high transport latency. Section III shows the fundamental blueprint of R 2 T along with its separated namespaces of packet identifiers, forwarding and routing strategies. Section IV describes how R 2 T achieves reliable transport both in hop-by-hop and end-to-end scales. Section V presents the congestion control mechanism in R 2 T. Section VI presents the results from intensive experiments carried on a real testbed. Finally, we conclude this paper and point out our future work in Section VII.
II. RELATED WORK AND MOTIVATION
In this section, we provide a brief overview on the reliable transport mechanisms in ICN, with a focus on the chunk-level proposals by pointing out their problem on high eFPD.
A. CURRENT ICN TRANSPORT PROPOSALS AND THE HOP-BY-HOP PATTERN
The information-centric nature has reshaped the content delivery of ICN. And several transport mechanisms have been proposed [8] - [11] , [16] , [18] , [19] , [23] - [25] . Most of the proposals inherit the same end-to-end feedback control model from traditional TCP. For example, ICP implements the AIMD [17] controller on the user terminal, controlling the flow rate and recovering the packet loss. The similar designs are also used in many other proposals such as ICTP, CCTCP and FPF [18] . What concerns is, these proposals only answer the basic question of how to transport data in the ICN environments, but their end-to-end control model does not provide revolutionary performance enhancement in lossy links compared to TCP.
The idea of hop-by-hop transport mechanism is born with the requirement of achieving good performance on lossy links. The traditional TCP failed to adapt to lossy links due to its end-to-end packet counting and congestion signaling based on packet loss [20] . To deal with this problem, many hop-by-hop reliable transport mechanisms have been proposed. For example, Hop [21] is proposed for multi-hop wireless networks. LTP [22] in the Bundle protocol is proposed for delay-tolerant networks. MFTP is proposed for ICN, especially for the MobilityFirst [5] architecture. The above mechanisms achieve high throughput and transport reliability in each hop, recover packet loss locally and forward a group of packets hop-by-hop in its entirety. The group of packets, so called as chunk, replaces the end-to-end byte sequence in TCP, and becomes the basic unit in these protocols. Thus, the hop-by-hop transport means that a user only sends out a single request to fetch an entire data chunk, and the chunk is transported independently. Therefore, the error control is left to the network hops instead of users.
We should note that not all hop-by-hop proposals are chunk-level transport mechanisms. For example, several recently proposed approaches, such as HoBHIS [23] , hop-byhop interest shaper [24] and Stateful Forwarding Plane [25] make the on-path NDN routers be the flow shaper, claiming themselves to be hop-by-hop mechanisms. However, since their error control is still handled end-to-end rather than hopby-hop, and users still have to control the data reliability using the one-interest-one-data pattern, we argue that their transport pattern can not solve the problem of inefficiency in the lossy links. We define a real hop-by-hop transport pattern only when both congestion and reliability are handled by each pair of physically adjacent routers. Table. 1 compares the proposals mentioned above, and we see only Hop, LTP and MFTP are complete hop-by-hop mechanisms. Considering their similarities on chunk-level transport pattern, we pick MFTP as a representative example to compare with the R 2 T mechanism. Also, considering that the other mechanisms such as ICP and ICTP are not hop-by-hop mechanisms, we only pick their ancestor, TCP, as a representative end-toend example in our comparison.
B. MFTP AND ITS TRANSPORT LATENCY PROBLEM
MFTP is a clean-slate transport protocol proposed for MobilityFirst based on the concept of named chunks. MFTP achieves much higher throughput than TCP on lossy links, mostly thanks to its hop-by-hop reliability. Therefore, MFTP is not sensitive to packet loss so that it obtains good adaptiveness in lossy environments such as wireless networks. Meanwhile, using chunk-level reliability, MFTP is successful in delay tolerant delivery and link failure situation in mobile networks [11] .
The detail working logic of MFTP is shown in Fig.7 (b), in each hop, after every chunk is transmitted, a corresponding control message called CSYN is used to explicitly request acknowledgement from the downstream router, which then replies a CACK message with a bitmap of the reception status for every packet in that chunk. The transmission for this chunk finishes if there is no loss; otherwise, the lost packets of that chunk are retransmitted locally until all packets are received. Only when it finishes the transmission from the former hop, this chunk can be forwarded to the next hop. This way, a chunk will incur significant latency from the users perspective. Furthermore, in a non-linear topology network, chunks from different upstream nodes but to the same downstream node are loaded in the same queue. A later chunk should wait all the former chunks being sent out before its turn. Thus both the transport delay and the queueing delay contribute to the high eFPD. Fig.1 illustrates the effects of the transport delay and the queueing delay. Assuming that four chunks are sent out from four different content providers at the same time, their size stays the same, so as the links bandwidth. We define that a successful chunk transmission in a hop spends one Period/chunk·hop (Ppch) delay. Fig.1 shows that the chunks from different upstream nodes come together in a router and they are loaded into the same egress queue. A latter chunk has to wait until its former chunk finishes its transmission. Chunk B is luckily always loaded at the front of the queues and transported without any queueing delay. Its eFPD is 2 Ppch delay. On the other hand, chunks A, C, D all have additional chunk-level queueing delay and their eFPDs are higher than 2 Ppch. It is obvious that in MFTP, users cannot predict how much time to wait before receiving the requested chunk.
III. R 2 T OVERVIEW
In this section, we present an architectural blueprint of R 2 T.
A. FUNDAMENTAL IDEA
The core idea behind R 2 T is ''decoupling the hop-by-hop reliability control and the end-to-end content transport'', obtaining both advantages from TCP and MFTP. In a R 2 T router, packets are temporarily batched in a certain quantity and forwarded together. In particular, a batch is a group of packets sent together from the upstream router to the adjacent downstream router. As an integrated control object for hopby-hop reliability, a batch is sent and acknowledged only between two adjacent routers. When a batch is sent out, it leaves a cached copy in the memory of the upstream router. For each batch, the downstream router generates a hop-ACK message and responses to the upstream router, announcing the statistics of the received packets who belong to this batch. When a packet is lost, the upstream router reads the packet copy from the memory and then retransmits it.
In the end-to-end scale, the terminal receiver sends an end-ACK message to tell the content server that a packet has been received at the destination. The arrival of a data packet triggers an end-ACK message sent to the content provider. In some packet-loss situations that on-path routers with hop-ACKs cannot recover, the end-ACKs help the lost packets retransmitted from the original server. What s more, the end-ACK also helps the sender control its sending rate. This way, content chunks can be transmitted reliably through the network. Fig.2 provides a brief example to tell how R 2 T works. Chunk A, B and C each consists of three data packets numbered 1, 2 and 3. The three chunks come from different content servers yet destining to the same user. When the three chunks are sent out from the servers, they are complete. However, after several losses along the path, the user only receives the packet A3, B2 and C2 at the first time. Then the hop-ACK and the end-ACK messages announce packets arrival in hopby-hop scale and end-to-end scale, respectively, triggering packet retransmission from the upstream router or the content server. After the retransmissions, the user can finally receive the three complete chunks.
B. SEPARATED NAMESPACE OF PACKET IDS
R 2 T uses two identifiers to represent a packet: a globally unique identifier (GUID) and a locally unique identifier (LUID). The GUID of a packet has two parts. The first part is the chunk identifier, representing which chunk this packet belongs to. The other part is the payload number, telling the exact byte sequence that the payload locates in this chunk. The LUID of a packet also has two parts. The first part is the batch identifier and the other one is the packet sequence in this batch.
The GUID and the LUID are functional in end-to-end scale and the hop-by-hop scale, respectively. Therefore, a R 2 T data packet carries both GUID and LUID in the header, as shown in Fig.3 .
1) LOCALLY UNIQUE IDENTIFIER (LUID)
To achieve hop-by-hop reliability, R 2 T uses the LUID to uniquely identify each packet in a batch. The arrival information of each batch is reported in a hop-ACK message generated by the downstream router. The LUIDs of different packets in the same batch share the same batch identifier but each owns a unique packet sequence number, as shown in Fig.4 (a). The lifetime of a batch along with its LUIDs only ranges in a single hop transmission. When a batch of packets is transmitted through a hop reliably, the batch record is deleted and its LUIDs become invalid. The size of a batch can be dynamically changed according to the quantity of the packets in the sender queue, and the size has a maximum value to control the delay of waiting for hop-ACKs from the next hop.
2) GLOBALLY UNIQUE IDENTIFIER (GUID)
To achieve end-to-end reliable transmission, R 2 T uses the GUID to uniquely identify each packet in a content chunk, which shares the similar functionality with the GUID in MFTP. The GUIDs of different packets from the same chunk will share the same chunk identifier but each of them owns a unique payload sequence number, as shown in Fig.4(b) . This way, each data packet can be uniquely distinguished from the others by figuring out which content chunk it belongs to and where its payload exactly locates in this chunk. The GUID in R 2 T is used mainly to distinguish different content services in end-to-end scale for the users or the cache routers.
Note that the GUID is used to distinguish end-to-end services, but it is not same as the functionality of the port number and the sequence number in TCP. The port number and the sequence number become invalid when a particular TCP connection is canceled. On the other hand, the chunk identifier in a GUID is a permanent name for a particular chunk. The lifetime of a chunk identifier lasts as long as the duplicates of its chunk exist in the network, so as to be reused for multiple times by multiple users. Every in-network cached duplicate of the same chunk shares the same chunk identifier. The long life and globally unique characteristics for the GUID is important for an efficient and highly manageable cache system for ICN. 
C. PRIORITIZED FORWARDING
We set the R 2 T routers capable to forward packets according to their priorities. Thus R 2 T has not only promisingly short eFPD, but also makes the transport completion time controllable and predictable, achieving much more flexible manageability than MFTP.
To clearly describe the transport completion time, we name the eLPD (end-to-end Last Packet Delay) to represent the delay for a user to completely receive the last data packet since the server starts sending a chunk. As shown in Fig.5(a) , MFTP transports the chunks one by one. Although some chunks (Chunk.A and Chunk.B) gains shorter eLPD, the download process of Chunk.C is dragged behind for the queueing reason. In Fig.5 (b), TCP transports multiple chunks at the same time. If we do not implement any priority mechanism on the router, the IP routers forward the packets according to their arrival time, as in the FIFO (First Input First Output) forwarding strategy. To address the problem that MFTP can not manage the eLPD in the packet-level granularity, we design a prioritized forwarding strategy for R 2 T by selectively batching the packets in the egress queue.
The R 2 T routers selectively batch the packets according to their priorities. We set a service priority field in the data packet format shown in Fig.3 , and each chunk owns a priority value given by its content publisher or the AS (autonomous system) manager. Before each batching process, the R 2 T router records the priority values of all the packets in the egress queue, and calculates differentiated packet quantity proportions for every priority level for the next batch. As shown in Fig.5(c) , assuming that Chunk.C has the highest priority and Chunk.B has the lowest priority, Chunk.C gains the shortest eLPD than the other chunks, while Chunk.B has the longest eLPD. VOLUME 6, 2018 With the prioritized forwarding strategy, R 2 T is capable of reducing the transport completion time for the chunks with relatively higher priorities. What s more, R 2 T can allocate bandwidth proportions in packet-level granularity, while MFTP can only do it in chunk-level granularity. This makes R 2 T more flexible in providing multi-QoS services. Meanwhile, we can see that the eFPD and eLPD are a pair of trade-off concepts especially when the link bandwidth is fully occupied by a certain quantity of chunks. Comparing Fig.5(a) and (c), with the nature of serial bandwidth occupancy, MFTP becomes only an extreme case of R 2 T when the chunk priorities are set to be absolute and exclusiveness, which means no lower priority packets can be batched as long as the higher priority packets exist in the egress queue.
D. SINGLE-PATH ROUTING FOR EACH CHUNK
According to the information-centric nature and the in-network caching of ICN, the routing strategy of R 2 T is built upon the chunk IDs, rather than the device IDs like IP addresses. In a flow from a certain sender to a certain receiver, there may be multiple chunks to be transported and they may follow different paths through the network. But all the data packets of one particular chunk are forwarded according to the same chunk ID in their GUIDs, thus they follow a single path through the network.
The single-path routing strategy can ensure that all the data of a chunk can be received by any on-path routers whoever wants to cache it. Meanwhile, we design a chunk total length field in the data packet format, as shown in Fig.3 , so that a cache router can exactly know how much data of a chunk is to be cached from the network. Therefore, the on-path caching based on the single-path routing also protect R 2 T routers from monitoring a too large state table on the incomplete cached chunks. Only the packets of the wanted chunks are filtered and cached in the router, thus the scale of the caching state table is linearly limited by the total storage space of the router, rather than the total number of the flows through the router.
The single-path routing strategy couples the reliable transport and the reliable caching on chunk-level. This advantage makes R 2 T efficiently adapt not only to the MobilityFirst architecture (where MFTP adapts to), but also to many other ICN cases like NDN, DONA and CONVERGENCE. For example in NDN, the interest packets belonging to the same chunk can be routed according to the same chunk name, thus every on-path router can cache a complete chunk by only filtering the reversed data packets.
IV. RELIABILITY CONTROL
In this section, we describe how to realize reliability control in R 2 T. As Fig.6 shows, a data packet holds an unchanged GUID (GUID_A) in its entire lifetime during the end-toend travel but has its LUID overwrite and acknowledged in every hop (LUID_x for hop_1, LUID_y for hop_2, LUID_z for hop_3). Respectively, the hop-ACK messages announce LUIDs hop-by-hop and the end-ACK messages announce GUIDs end-to-end. 
A. HOP-BY-HOP RELIABILITY
Per hop reliable transport is guaranteed based on the LUID. In a R 2 T router, any data packet received upstream would be immediately loaded into a downstream batch and allocated with a new LUID, regardless of whether its upstream batch is integrally received. The example in a basic threerouter linear topology shown in Fig.7 (a) illustrates how R 2 T routers cooperate to achieve hop-by-hop reliable transport. After a batch of packets is sent downstream, an END packet follows to notify the downstream router that a batch sending is completed. Then the downstream router returns a hop-ACK message for this batch. The hop-ACK message carries every LUID of the received packets in the current batch. The upstream router receives this message and explicitly knows which packet has been lost. Then the lost packets will be retransmitted carrying the same LUIDs. The acknowledgement and retransmission will repeat until all the packets in a batch have been successfully received by the downstream router. Receiving the final hop-ACK carrying all the LUIDs with no lost, the upstream router knows that this batch has been reliably transmitted downstream. As an ending action, the state record about this batch is canceled in the upstream router and all the LUIDs records in that batch are wiped up as well. The pseudocode of the above per-hop process in a R 2 T router is shown in Process 1, consisting of three functions: receiving from the upstream port, sending to the downstream port, and receiving from the downstream port. Fig.7 (a) and (b) also show the differences of the sending processes between MFTP and R 2 T routers. A chunk in an MFTP router spends remarkable time and waiting for all the packets arrival before it is forwarded downstream. While the R 2 T router immediately forwards whatever packets it receives, making no more suspending and no more delay. if InBatch == NULL then
4:
InBatch ← InitNewRecord(Packet); 5: end if 6: if PktType(Packet) == Data then 7: RecordLUID(InBatch, Packet);
OutPort ← Routing(Packet);
9:
LoadIntoSendingQueue(OutPort, Packet); 10: else if PktType(Packet) == END then
11:
ReturnACK (InBatch); 12: if NoPktLoss(InBatch) == TRUE then 13: CancelBatchEntry(InBatch); Fig.7 , the MFTP router R2 cannot forward the received packets from t 2 to t 4 . However, the R 2 T router R2 starts forwarding the received packets at t 2 and it has already forwarded all the packets downstream up to t 4 . What s more, the R 2 T router R3 starts receiving packets at t 3 and already finishes the receiving at t 5 , when the MFTP router R3 has just started receiving packets. In this example, if we see R1 as an original content server and R3 as a user, the eFPD of MFTP is from t 1 to t 5 . While the eFPD of R 2 T is only from t 1 to t 3 , which is RTT/2 between R1 and R3. Note that although it spends shorter time to forward the first received packet in R 2 T in R2, it still spends the same time (from t 1 to t 4 ) for R2 to reliably receive the whole batch in its entirety as an MFTP router to reliably receive the whole chunk in the same size.
B. END-TO-END RELIABILITY
In R 2 T, hop-by-hop reliability cannot recover all the packet losses, especially in situations such as serious congestion or router failures. Meanwhile, R 2 T also has to keep the packet flow in order, to ensure the former sequence of data reach the user timely so that the user can use it immediately. Therefore, the end-to-end reliability control mechanism is required.
Similar to the hop-by-hop reliability control, the end-toend reliability control is also in packet-level. Each data packet is acknowledged by an end-ACK message to announce its arrival at the user. A timer is set to detect the lost packet. If a packet time-out is triggered, the sender resends the lost packet and continue to wait for the corresponding end-ACK message.
For the end-to-end reliability control, which effects its efficiency the most, is how to design the time-out strategy. R 2 T does not see packet loss as a congestion signal. The lost packet is only resent after time-out and the window size will not be decreased. In TCP, RTO = β·RTT, β is usually set to be 2. When the waiting time for an end-ACK is longer than RTO, the TCP sender assumes that the packet has been dropped and resends it. However, because of the hop-by-hop congestion buffer strategy (mentioned in Section V) in R 2 T, some packets may spend much longer time staying in the network than other packets, especially when congestion occurs. Since most of the packet losses have been locally recovered by the hop-by-hop reliability, a long waiting time for an end-ACK back to the data source probably represents congestion rather than loss. In order to avoid unnecessary packet retransmissions, the β value needs to be set large enough in R 2 T. However, if a packet is truly dropped (for router failure or other reasons), a too-large β value also increases the flow completion time and effects the QoS. Therefore, different types of services need different β values.
First, long term and single transmission services such as large file transfer require stable bandwidth occupancy but not so intense flow ending time. The β value can be large to decrease unnecessary retransmission to the maximum extent. While for Web services, the number of the parallel flows are relatively larger, and each of them is smaller in size. For a Web page, the flows that complete their transmission earlier are prior loaded in the browser. Therefore, the β value for Web service can be smaller to achieve short flow ending time. From the above two types of services, we can see that the key requirement to decide β is whether, and how much, to guarantee the data transmitted in order and in time. The more strict the service requirement, the smaller β is. Similar to TCP, the default β value should be evaluated based on a large quantity of practical results. Therefore on our preliminary tests, the β value is manually set to be 3 under the settings of the chunk size 1MB. And an adaptive β algorithm is left for the further work. VOLUME 6, 2018 
V. CONGESTION CONTROL
In this section, we describe how R 2 T achieves congestion control. As shown in Fig.8 , we use an exclusive group of messages to control congestion, which is independent from the basic R 2 T forwarding process. The congestion control mechanism consists of three parts: congestion avoidance, congestion buffer and congestion recovery.
A. HOP-BY-HOP CONGESTION AVOIDANCE
With the natural cache capabilities, the ICN routers can not only publish contents, but also avoid light-weight congestion which is caused by by the network fluctuation. TCP recovers the light-weight congestion by detecting duplicated ACKs, but R 2 T avoids the light-weight congestion by shaping the network fluctuation (similar network-layer shaping mechanisms in ICN such as [23] - [25] ). Therefore, we design a per-hop traffic quota back-pressure mechanism to shape the traffic. Each router keeps telling the adjacent routers about its available amount of data to be received, so that every router can avoid sending too much data beyond the capacity of the downstream routers. Here we mainly discuss how to calculate the proper traffic quota value for each link, and what tradeoffs has to be concerned.
We set a link with bandwidth W and packet loss rate P. Then its effective bandwidth W is
Let the sending cycle period of the back-pressure message be T, the available traffic during the period T of the link is
Eq.(2) means that the traffic quota should not be higher than this quantity.
In a router, we assume that the j th egress NIC has already got the traffic quota value, S j , announced by its adjacent downstream router. Then, in order to make the traffic backpressure continue to be acknowledged to the upstream hop, we need an algorithm to convert the quota of the egress NICs to the ingress NICs in the same router. However, the converting algorithms in different router structures are different. We discuss two types of router structures below, the integrated structure and the distributed structure.
1) INTEGRATED STRUCTURE
As shown in Fig.9 (a) , a router with the integrated structure has a single shared memory for all the NICs to cache the passing packets. We set the total free capacity in the shared memory to be M. Then the total traffic quota that this router can handle during the period T is given by
Then, the traffic quota for the i th ingress NIC is given by
In Eq. (4), P i means the historical proportion of the former traffic received from the i th ingress NIC to the total former traffic received from all the ingress NICs. The α is the fluctuation parameter that allows the upstream router to send a bit more traffic in a rate higher than the previous occupancy rate, which is important to tolerate the network traffic fluctuation. Since our preliminary evaluation in the real prototype does not consider extremely unstable background traffic yet, the α is manually set to be a small value 0.1.
2) DISTRIBUTED STRUCTURE
As shown in Fig.9 (b) , a router with the distributed structure has an independent memory in each line card. So each NIC uses appropriate memory capacity to cache its own passing packets. Therefore, we need to independently make sum of all the traffic quota in each egress NIC for each ingress NIC. Let the free capacity in the memory of the j th egress NIC be M j , the traffic quota of the j th egress NIC is given by
Then, the traffic quota in the i th ingress NIC is
In Eq.(6), P ij means the historical proportion of the traffic switched from the i th ingress NIC to the j th egress NIC to the former traffic switched from all the ingress NICs to the j th egress NIC.
Finally, the per-hop feedback mechanism can announce the traffic quota from one router to all of its adjacent routers. By building a closed quota feedback loop from the egress NICs in the downstream router to the egress NICs in the upstream router, each NIC in each router can periodically obtain a traffic quota value to limit the incoming traffic in the next feedback period.
We now provide two discussions about the fluctuation parameter α and the former proposed similar mechanism: • We use the fluctuation parameter α to reserve some redundant quota for the potential of traffic growing in some particular NICs in each feedback period. For a fixed historical proportion P of the former traffic, higher α leads to better fluctuation adaptability. However, when multiple ingress NICs reach the maximum throughput at the same time, and occupy all the redundant quota in each of them, the total ingress traffic could be beyond the prediction and some of the egress NICs queues may be overflowed. Therefore, higher α also leads to higher memory consumption for the congestion avoidance performance. Here we provide a simple example. We assume a router with multiple 1000 Mbps NICs, 1 second period, and the i th egress NIC already gets the quota traffic 800 Mbps. We use the additional memory consumption which aims to avoid queue overflow to represent the consumption of α. And we use the congested ratio of the burst incoming traffic T b to represent the fluctuation adaptability of α. As shown in Fig.10 with the T b set 2000 Mbps, we see that higher α brings better fluctuation adaptability but worse memory consumption. As a tradeoff, an appropriate α value depends on the concrete practical environments and requirements (whether fluctuation adaptability or light-weight device implementation is more important), which is left for further study.
• A similar per-hop feedback mechanism has been proposed in MFTP. In MFTP, the downstream router sends an advertised window (W ad ) carried in the hop-ACK messages to the adjacent upstream router, telling the current maximum queue size that the downstream router can accept. Then, the upstream router transmits as many packets as W ad allows. By comparison, our mechanism goes further. First, we discuss the quota value converting from the egress NIC to the ingress NIC in the distributed structure router, rather than MFTP which is designed under the assumption of integrated structure routers with memory shared by all NICs. Second, we point out that W ad is a predicted value with significant uncertainty that triggers the tradeoff problem between congestion avoidance and traffic fluctuation. Therefore, we leave the concrete algorithm to the reserved redundant capacity in each NIC open for further research.
B. HOP-BY-HOP CONGESTION BUFFER
The above congestion avoidance mechanism decreases the congestion frequency and smooths the traffic fluctuation. But when congestion really occurs, we need a way to handle the excessive traffic. Traditional packet switched data networks, such as IP network, simply drop all the subsequent packets when a router s queue is fully occupied. As a natural advantage, R 2 T avoids packets from being totaly dropped. When the downstream router is congested, it can refuse to accept more packets from the upstream routers and announce the congestion message in the hop-ACK packet. Also, when some packets are not received by the downstream router, the upstream router will hold the cache of these packets and retransmit them repeatedly. Therefore, the upstream router can help the downstream router buffer the excessive traffic temporally so as to alleviate congestion.
C. END-TO-END CONGESTION RECOVERY
Either in end-to-end or hop-by-hop transport mechanisms, the sending rate of the data source needs to be controlled. Therefore, a sliding window at the data source is needed in R 2 T. Similar to the existed ICN transport proposals such as ICP, ICTP and CCTCP, the algorithm to control the window size in R 2 T is also AIMD. The increasing strategy of the cwnd in R 2 T is the same as ICP, which is triggered according to the end-ACK message from the data consumer to confirm the final arriving of a packet. However, the decreasing strategy in R 2 T is totally different from TCP. TCP decreases the windows size according to the triple-ACK as a light-congestion signal, and the packet time-out as a heavy-congestion signal. Both signals represent packet loss in the network. However, R 2 T is designed to avoid on-path packet loss as much as possible, hence it seldom drops a packet unless in situations like router failures. Therefore, in R 2 T, we see an unusually long RTT as a light-congestion signal. Long RTT represents that a packet has experienced long queuing delay in the network. This could be a signal that tells the traffic load in the network is heavy or congested. What s more, we also use the source back-pressure message as a heavy-congestion signal. A packet who passes through a congested (or nearly congested) router is marked by this router, showing that this packet has past through a bottleneck link. This mark will be copied into the corresponding end-ACK packet at the data receiver and sent back to the data source. Then, the data source is aware that there is heavy-congestion happening and its sending rate should be decreased. Similar marking mechanism is also used in CHoPCoP [19] . CHoPCoP uses packet marking instead of RTT monitoring to inform the data source about the network congestion. However, we goes further that we distinguish light-congestion and heavy-congestion by unitedly use both RTT monitoring and packet marking.
In summary, the congestion control mechanism designed for R 2 T aims to provide the basic sufficiency currently. To achieve further efficiency, potential improvements are various. For example, TCPs based on burst transmission [26] , [27] provide a novel way to achieve promising efficiency in network fluctuation and burst traffic. Since R 2 T provides packet-level flow in end-to-end scale, burst service solutions in TCP can also easily work in R 2 T. Therefore, such idea could be borrowed into the ICN environments in the future work.
VI. IMPLEMENTATION & EVALUATION A. IMPLEMENTATION 1) DEVELOPMENT SETTINGS
The ICN prototype is built according to the classic publisher/subscriber (P/S) model, consists of some content publishers (chunk senders) and some content subscribers (chunk receivers). Besides, the software routers with the basic chunk-level caching functionality and the servers with the basic domain-level service resolution functionality are also designed. The routers forward packets according to the chunk IDs, and we set the routing table manually. As shown in Fig.11(a) , for a particular Chunk.A, the former subscriber A requests for it from the original publisher, and the publisher sends Chunk.A hop-by-hop (in R 2 T or MFTP) so that the on-path router R can cache Chunk.A reliably. When the later subscriber B requests for the same chunk again, Chunk.A can be fetched from the router R which is nearer than the original publisher. In this way, our prototype achieves a classic P/S architecture as a generalized ICN example. As shown in Fig.11(b) , we implement the prototype in real machines with 23,400 lines of C codes [14] . Our prototype implementation is built on Linux version 3.5.0-23-generic as a user-level process, in machines each with a CPU of Xeon E3-1275, 3.50 GHz, 4 cores, a memory of 8 MB and six Ethernet 1000 Mbps ports.
In this ICN prototype, we build R 2 T and MFTP with over 3,000 lines of C codes [15] . We use the ethtool to set 100 Mbps bandwidth in every link so that the full-speed packet sending reaches up to 97% bandwidth usage at each link. The link settings are made by the tc netem, meanly to set multiple packet loss rate. This way, we implement a simulated lossy environment to evaluate the adaptivity of all the tested cases.
We set each data packet in MFTP and R 2 T to carry 1KB data payload, the other settings on R 2 T is shown below:
• As a practical design, we temporarily leave the format of the chunk and batch identifier open for further research. In our prototype, we set them as random strings with the length of 32 bits. The payload sequence field is also set with the length 32 bits, which implies a chunk size of up to 4 GB.
• We set the packet sequence number to be 16 bits, assuming that the size of a batch ranges from 10 KB to 100 MB. If the batch is smaller than 10 KB, the END and hop-ACK messages will occupy more than 10% of link bandwidth. If a batch is larger than 100 MB, it will take too long time to return the hop-ACK message to discover packet loss in each link. For example, the discovery of a packet loss will spend more than 800 ms in a 1000 Mbps link, which is far from the acceptable value.
2) EVALUATED CASES
First, we focus on two efficiency factors, the eFPD and goodput, each of which represents the response latency and the link bandwidth utilization. Except MFTP and R 2 T, we also test TCP in hop-by-hop and end-to-end pattern in our tests. Hop-by-hop TCP means every pair of physical adjacent nodes establishes a TCP socket (Cubic) connection and the data is handled from upstream to downstream by buffer copying in the routers. TCP exists as a control group, to show the difference between traditional end-to-end mechanisms and novel hop-by-hop mechanisms, and to show the difference between the loss-based packet-level control algorithm and the MFTP/ R 2 T type chunk-level control algorithm. Second, we analyze the memory and energy consumption of R 2 T. As a novel transport mechanism that try to break chunk integrity, yet maintaining the per-hop reliability at the same time, it should be answered that why R 2 T does not cause the state table and memory consumption so large that harms its own scalability and feasibility in real implementations.
B. COMPARISON OF eFPD & eLPD
As shown in Fig.12 , the eFPD & eLPD test environment is a basic linear transport path along with a service resolution server, in order to clearly show two effect factors: the on-path link delay and loss rate. The publisher aims to generate the data chunks and send them to the subscriber. Fig.13(a) shows the average eFPD in five different chunk sizes. With the link settings of 5 ms delay and 1% packet loss, we observe that the eFPD in R 2 T stays to the delay between the publisher and the subscriber (15 ms), which is almost the same with TCP, and hardly effected by the changing of chunk size, since their packets are forwarded without suspending in every router. MFTP, by contrast, has an increasing eFPD along with the increase of chunk size. The reason is that in a lossy link, a larger chunk needs more time to be received reliably with more rounds of retransmission in each hop, thus making the eFPD larger. In Fig.13(b) , we set each link with 1% packet loss and set the chunk size be 1MB. We observe that with the link delay increases, the eFPDs of R 2 T and TCP stay the same. Meanwhile, all the eFPDs of above mechanisms increase with constant values. This is because the eFPD is not only affected by chunk data retransmission, but also affected by the link delay along the path. But no matter how link delay changes, the eFPD of MFTP stays higher than those of R 2 T and TCP in a constant value, for the reason that the chunk-level reliability in MFTP always spends additional time in transmitting chunks in every link.
In the same test environment as Fig.13 , the eLPD results are shown in Fig.14 . First, in the test of a single flow, R 2 T achieves shorter flow completion time than the other three types of transport mechanisms, especially MFTP. Second, in Fig.14(a) , we learn that when the chunk size grows larger, the eLPD difference between R 2 T and MFTP no longer grows, because they both fully utilize the link bandwidth and the per-hop transport delay becomes the only significant influencing factor to the eLPD. Third, in Fig.14(b) , both R 2 T and MFTP continue to show stable eLPD when the link delay grows longer. However, in lossy environments, longer link delay directly degrades the feedback speed in TCP. And it is why TCP gains lower throughput and has significant rise on the flow completion time.
In summary, the results from Fig.13 and Fig.14 show that the eFPD in MFTP is significantly affected by the large chunk size, and its eLPD is also badly effected. However, R 2 T has low eFPD equal to that in TCP, and thus its eLPD achieves the best performance than the other three transport mechanisms.
C. COMPARATION OF LINK BANDWIDTH UTILIZATION
We use the goodput (the successful transmitted traffic) to represent the link bandwidth utilization using the same topology as above. Fig.15 shows the goodput with the settings of 1% packet loss for (a) and 5 ms delay for (b) at each link. We monitor the goodput on the link between R1 and R2. Nevertheless the goodput on the other two links keep the same as this link in our tests, since there is no serious congestion in a simple linear network topology. From Fig.15(a) , we observe that TCP is sensitive to link delay but MFTP and R 2 T do not. This is because in MFTP and R 2 T, after the former chunk/batch completes its sending and begins to wait for the hop-ACK message, the next chunk/batch begins its sending immediately. From Fig.15(b) , we observe that TCP type mechanisms are highly sensitive to packet loss, while MFTP and R 2 T are not affected Since they do not treat packet loss as a congestion signal and do not reduce their sending rate.
From Fig.15 , we conclude that in the 100 Mbps link, the bandwidth utilization of R 2 T and MFTP is more than 95%. As the most significant advantage of MFTP, the almost-full utilization of link bandwidth has been perfectly inherited by R 2 T.
D. BANDWIDTH FAIRNESS IN SHARED LINKS
In order to show that the congestion control mechanism of R 2 T has good bandwidth fairness performance, we build a shared link topology in our prototype, as shown in Fig.16 . We set four flows, flow 1-4 respectively sent from publisher 1-4 to subscriber 1-4. In detail, link 1 is shared by flow 1 and flow 2, link 3 is shared by flow 2 and flow 4, while link 2 is shared by all flows 1-4. We generate flows from No.1 to 4 one by one in every 10 seconds. Then, we cancel flows in the same order and the same time period.
When all links are set to be 100 Mbps bandwidth, 2ms of link delay and 1% of link packet loss, link 2 is the bottleneck link that burdens the most heavy traffic. In Fig.17 (a) , the priorities of all the flows are set to be equal. In each 10 seconds, all the running flows fairly share the bandwidth of link 2. On the other hand, in Fig.17 (b) , the priorities of the Flow 1, 2, 3 and 4 are set to be 1, 2, 3 and 4, which means the bandwidth occupancy ratio of these flows is 1:2:3:4. Therefore, in each 10 seconds, all the running flows share the bandwidth of link 2 according to their priorities. In the next step, we change the bandwidth of link 2 from 100 Mbps to 1000 Mbps, yet keep those of the other links at 100 Mbps. Therefore, link 2 is no longer a bottleneck link, link 1 and link 3 become the bottleneck links. As shown by Fig.17 (c) , flow 3 keeps the maximum sending rate and not limited by the shared link bandwidth. On the other hand, we can see that flow 2 shares bandwidth respectively with flow 1 in link 1, and with flow 4 in link 3. The results of Fig.17 (a-c) show that the congestion control mechanism designed for R 2 T makes flows decrease their sending rate and share the bandwidth fairly (or based on their priorities) with each other, which proves its efficiency and friendliness.
Meanwhile, we compare the fairness performance between R 2 T and TCP in lossy environments. We set all links to be 100 Mbps Bandwidth and 2 ms of link delay. Only link 3 is set 1% link packet loss and the other links are set 0% packet loss. In such settings, flow 2 and flow 4 go through the lossy link 3, but flow 1 and flow 3 do not. We send all flows using R 2 T shown in Fig.17 (d) and using TCP shown in Fig.17 (e) . Fig.17 (d) shows that R 2 T flows are not effected by the lossy link, and they fairly share the bandwidth of the bottleneck link 2. However, in Fig.17 (e) , TCP flows fail to do so, even the congestion situation stays unchanged. The throughput of TCP flow 2 and flow 4 are significantly decreased because of the lossy link 3, while TCP flow 1 and flow 3 occupy most of the bandwidth of the bottleneck link 2. The results show that TCP can not tell the difference between congestion loss and random loss. On the opposite, the congestion control mechanism in R 2 T only reacts to congestion, not random loss. When a part of links are more lossy in a network, TCP can not guarantee the bandwidth to be fairly shared by different flows, an important goal that R 2 T can achieve.
E. SCALABILITY ON MEMORY CONSUMPTION
R 2 T aims to recover the packet loss using per-hop packet caching and retransmission. Therefore, our concern on the scalability of R 2 T mainly focuses on the memory consumption in large-scale network. The large-scale network mainly brings two factors that may effect the scalability: the large flow number and the large traffic. Since the R 2 T router uses the separated namespace of packet IDs to maintain stateless, the large flow number does not significantly effect its memory consumption. As for the large traffic, caching such traffic may cause higher memory consumption. Here we mainly analyze the effect of the traffic to the memory consumption.
We denote L as the original size of a batch in a link, and L n as the size in the n th transmission/retransmission. Let P be the bit error rate of the link, L n is given by
We denote T n as the time spent in the n th transmission of a batch in a link, including the sending time and the waiting time. Let W be the bandwidth and RTT L be the round-triptime of the link, T n can be calculated by
The average bandwidth usage of a batch before successfully transmitted to the next hop is
In Eq.(10), L n represents the total traffic and T n represents the total time spent in a successful transmission. Therefore, the average number of the batches that allowed to be transmitted in parallel in a single link is
On the other hand, the mathematical expectation of the memory occupancy of each batch on the sender router before it is successfully transmitted to the next hop is
Finally, the memory consumption in the sender router of a link is given by
Assuming that P=1% and M=1 MB to memory consumption, the three-dimensional graph is shown in Fig.18 (a) . It is obvious that the memory consumption is closely related to the link bandwidth-delay product (BDP) and the batch size. When the link BDP is smaller than the batch size, the memory consumption is equal to the batch size. When the link BDP gets larger, the memory consumption is linear correlated to the link BDP.
We verified the memory consumption in our realimplemented prototype. Limited by device resource, we only test the memory consumption in a 100 Mbps link. We set 10 ms RTT and 1% packet loss rate for Fig.18 (b) . Since perhop memory consumption is only determined by the local link parameter under full speed sending rate, we check Eq. (13) only in a single link. Fig.18 (b) shows that the experiment results fit the theoretical analysis perfectly.
From the above results we can learn that in most of the link environments on the traditional Internet (single link bandwidth ranges from 100 Mbps to 10 Gbps and the link RTT ranges from 1 ms to 10 ms), the memory consumption of a single NIC can be limited under 12 MB, which makes the additional cost acceptable in real implementations. Some extreme cases, such as the networks with large BDP or with long delay, are implemented in a small number of special environments. Then their practical feasibilities will be specially discussed in the next subsection.
F. PRACTICAL FEASIBILITY
As a per-hop-per-packet transport mechanism, R 2 T s efficiency is more obvious in the environments where TCP and MFTP do not work well. However, for a broader usage in varieties of environments, we have to guarantee that R 2 T does not bring any unacceptable consumption. In this subsection, we discuss two of the most challenging parts, the memory consumption and the energy consumption, as the feasibility analysis of R 2 T. We choose two types of environments where R 2 T may have the most obvious advantages compared to TCP and MFTP. One is the large BDP (Bandwidth-Delay Product) network, and the other one is the multi-hop wireless network. Both environments are where TCP fails to show good efficiency, and the second one is where MFTP appears to have long latency.
1) LARGE-BDP NETWORKS
The New Cross Pacific (NCP) [28] is an undersea cable system, which is one of the largest BDP network known on the Internet. In R 2 T, links with large BDP lead to large memory consumption. We calculate the required memory capacity and memory bandwidth for R 2 T to be implemented in such an environment. Then we discuss whether the requirement can be satisfied by off-the-shelf technology.
NCP has a capacity of up to 80 Tbps across the Pacific Ocean. We treat it as a single link between America to China, with the length of 13,600 km. That means the RTT of this link is 90 ms. Since the packet loss rate in fiber is very low and the batch size is much smaller than the BDP of NCP, we ignore P and L in Eq. (13) . According to Eq.(13), the NCP router in each transport direction needs overall 900 GB memory capacity to implement R 2 T, and at least 80 Tbps memory bandwidth to fit for the cable bandwidth. Since NCP consists of 7 optical cables over its trans-pacific trunk, each designed with 100-120*100 Gbps fiber, each cable requires 128 GB memory and each 100 Gbps fiber interface requires 1.28 GB memory.
This kind of capacity and bandwidth is easy to achieve in GDDR5X, a type of SDRAM for the high-performance computation. In industrial products, GDDR5X has reached 3.84 Tbps memory bandwidth with 12 GB memory capacity in a single graphics card [29] , which is already far beyond the memory requirement of a 100 Gbps fiber interface. What s more, GDDR5X is already used in high bandwidth switch products for data centers [30] using parallel memory technique, which means a single GDDR5X memory module can also meet the memory requirement of an optical cable. The above analysis shows that the memory consumption of R 2 T in NCP will no longer be a challenge in practical implementation.
2) ENERGY-SENSITIVE NETWORKS
The wireless sensor network (WSN) is a typical multi-hop wireless network. Since energy is the most valuable resource in a wireless sensor, we focus on R 2 T s energy consumption in WSN.
The most significant structural difference between a normal router and a R 2 T router is that a R 2 T router needs to carry more memory. With limited bandwidth and short distance between adjacent routers, links in WSN generally have small BDP. It seems that R 2 T routers in WSN may not require too much memory, but we can not directly tell whether this additional memory brings significant energy consumption. Here we quantify the environment settings in the embedded system as an assumed precondition. Then we analyze the energy consumption that a basic wireless router may cost.
We consider a WSN link with 100 Mbps bandwidth, 2ms RTT, 1% packet loss rate, and 100 KB batch length. According to Eq.(13), the memory consumption for a R 2 T router in each transport direction is about 330 KB. A basic router made by Linux needs at least 8 MB to run the OS kernel and network functionality. Therefore, the additional memory is only 4% of the memory capacity in the original system. If the batch length is further decreased, the additional memory can be even smaller.
Note that the memory is not the biggest energy consumer in a wireless sensor node. As a typical embedded system example, a smart phone has generally 1-1.5 W basic energy cost in the network module. For LPDDR3 memory in the network module, the energy consumption is about 80 mW with an 8 MB system memory, which is about only 8% of the total energy consumption in the network module.
As a result, based on the above assumptions and system settings, the additional energy consumption of R 2 T is only 0.32% of the original energy consumption in the network module of a sensor. Therefore, the R 2 T implementation will not cause significant energy consumption in the WSN.
VII. CONCLUSIONS & FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we have shown that the current hop-by-hop reliable transport mechanisms suffer high, uncontrollable and unpredictable latency in content delivering. To address this issue, we have proposed R 2 T, a novel hop-by-hop transport mechanism. R 2 T provides packet-level reliability to achieve quick service response speed.
We have evaluated R 2 T by running experiments in a real ICN prototype. The results show that R 2 T has as short response latency as TCP, yet keeps as high bandwidth utilization as MFTP by avoiding the disadvantages of TCP's packet loss sensitivity and MFTP's chunk size sensitivity. Also, R 2 T has promising feasibility in the real implementations.
